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Housekeeping 

● Link to slides in the chat
● Please register for the January CET Capacity Builders using this Link (also in chat)

○ All resources are located on the ROE 35 Capacity Builders Page and on ISBE’s 
Learning Standards under the blue bar titled “Curriculum Evaluation Tool” 

https://forms.office.com/r/SLU4b2jKcV
https://sites.google.com/roe35.org/capacity-builders/home
https://www.isbe.net/Pages/Learning-Standards.aspx


Welcome 

● Thank you to: Anji Garza, Shay McCorkle, and Jaime Herron for their 
expertise with the CET Capacity Builders Series 

● Thank you to you for all our continued participation
○ As we continue our deep dive into the Curriculum Evaluation Tool, I hope everyone is 

beginning to see that this tool can be used in a variety of ways. Many of the indicators in 
this tool can lead to meaningful conversations and learning opportunities which can lead to 
district level change.



Logistical Reminders Recap

● Workflow
○ ROE’s work with 25% of *eligible* districts in their region

■ Work with district staff to complete the CET and determine what additional support they 
need.  *Remember, the completed CET does NOT go to ISBE.

● Reporting back/Reimbursement 
1. ROE complete the Curriculum Evaluation Tool Certification of Use on behalf of the 
District. 
2. ROE complete CET Capacity Builders Program Data Collection includes: event 
participation data, expenditures spreadsheet, and proof of payment upload 

● ISBE and ROE 35 will work together to review numbers in April to determine how to reallocate 
funds for ROE’s who wish to work with more than 25% of their districts

Questions? E-mail: cwalker@isbe.net  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EQHiqm0BgQfuBdDiKqE3ZDLHAuhCDGgp/edit#gid=1823864701
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=hv5kA8ZJ9Eq1LDNameV30R5TGA0hz4lOl3TIyQBhU8tUNDEwOFdWQlExRUk0SFlVQU4xRTNMQVhQRi4u
mailto:cwalker@isbe.net


From Last Month - Section B
B.2. Curriculum includes multiple opportunities for the collection of student growth 
data. 

B.3. Guidance is provided on the use of assessment data to drive the development of 
tiered supports.



Groups of 5-6 5-8 minutes

In your group:

1. Review the Guidance Document created based on conversations 

from last session. Note additional connections to the IQFSR and 

the Classroom Assessment Principles documents. 

2. Discuss reflections and recommendations on the document: 

summaries, evidence & guiding questions.

3. What additional information could be added to this tool?

Be prepared to share.

*Are there any component or part of component that needs clarification or the 

need to go deeper on for future meetings?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12wfiQPDVCdW-_kUYBJ8k760jvqdQsq3IaQ4_Z_j4oRQ/edit?usp=sharing


Curriculum Evaluation Tool: 
A Deeper Dive
Section B: Assessment

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12IXCqhyLLruT8kWXEzaiElyq56PCvnQJ/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=108060634274125980151&rtpof=true&sd=true


Components B1, B4, B5



Components B1, B4, B5
B.1. Learning targets and benchmarks are clearly identified in assessments.

B.4. Assessments are aligned to the Illinois Learning Standards as necessary and applicable to meet district 
and state grade band or course requirements. 

B.5. Assessments are reflective of the depth and complexity of engagement presented in the corresponding 
learning standards and experiences.



What the Research Says

High Leverage Strategies Linked to Assessment Effect Size Rating

Student Involvement with Assessment & Assessment Data 1.44 1st

Formative Assessment to drive instructional decision-making .9 3rd

Comprehensive Interventions .77 7th

Teacher Clarity (Objectives, Expectations, Target for Learning, etc.) .75 8th

Effective Feedback .73 10th

Visible Learning, John Hattie





Balanced Assessment Systems

 “What happens after the test has been given will determine whether or 
not it is being used as a formative assessment. If the assessment is used 
to ensure that students who are experiencing difficulty are given 
additional time and support, as well as additional opportunities to 
demonstrate their learning, it is formative. If additional support is not 
forthcoming, the assessment is summative.”

 

 DuFour, DuFour, Eaker & Many, Learning by Doing (2006)



Balanced Assessment Systems
Most Formative Formative Summative Most Summative

● Exit Slips
● Comments only 

marking
● Observational 

Checklists
● Think-Pair-Shares
● Journal Entries
● Two Stars and a Wish
● Thumbs Up/Down
● Bell Ringers 
● Student Interviews
● Driving Question 

Boards
● Play-based with 

checklists or rubrics

● Common Formative 
Assessments

● Student Portfolios
● Writing Pieces or Tasks 

with Rubrics
● Rich Tasks
● Performance Tasks
● Exits Slips
● Observational Checklists
● Socratic Seminars
● Benchmark Assessments
● Progress Monitoring 

Assessments
● Play-based with 

checklists or rubrics

● Unit Summatives
● Semester Exams
● Student Portfolios 

(final submissions)
● Writing Pieces or Tasks 

with Rubrics (final 
draft)

● Rich Tasks
● Performance Tasks
● Socratic Seminars
● Benchmark 

Assessments

● SAT
● PSAT
● IAR



Assessment



Standards

•Standards communicate student learning expectations

•Standards can prescribe how students are expected to 
learn

•Standards can define how students can demonstrate 
what they have learned



Understanding Standards

1. Learning Targets (B1)
2. Success Criteria (B1)
3. Complexity (B5)
4. Learning Trajectories (B5)
5. Aligned Assessments (B4)



Students who can identify what they are 
learning significantly outscore those who 
cannot.

~ Robert Marzano



What is a learning target? (B1)

Describes what students are going to learn in developmentally 
appropriate language, connected to a specific performance of 
understanding

–Deepens understanding

–Aims for mastery

Learning targets guide the lesson design and formative 
assessment. 



It’s only a learning target if… (B1)

•It is derived from the standard
•Students use it to aim for and assess their understanding

•Contains criteria that helps determine how close students 
have come to the target

•Provides the student and teacher with evidence of the 
student’s level of understanding



Standard Evidence Statements “I can” Statement

RI 4.2
Determine the 
main idea of a text 
and explain how it 
is supported by key 
details; summarize 
the text.
 

Provides a statement of the 
main idea of a text. (1)

I can provide a statement 
of the main idea of a text.

Provides an explanation of 
how the main idea is 
supported by key details. (2)

I can provide an 
explanation of how the 
main idea is supported by 
key details. 

Provides a summary of the 
text. (3)

I can provide a summary of 
the text. 

Learning Targets (B1)



What are success criteria? (B1)

● Derived from Learning Goals, but 
are more specific. 

● Explicitly describe student 
performances of understanding 
or skills—what students will say, 
do, make, or write—to 
demonstrate that they have met 
the Learning Goals.

4-PS4-1
Students develop a model (e.g., diagrams, analogies, examples, 
abstract representations, physical models) to make sense of a 
phenomenon that involves wave behavior. In the model, students 
identify the relevant components, including: 

● Waves. 
● Wave amplitude. 
● Wavelength. 
● Motion of objects. 

Students identify and describe* the relevant relationships 
between components of the model, including: 

● Waves can be described* in terms of patterns of 
repeating amplitude and wavelength.

● Waves can cause an object to move. 
● The motion of objects varies with the amplitude and 

wavelength of the wave carrying it. 



https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xnPo2dpFBwBNLxNewk-NGxvItvFmn3psxJpGiyJ_ZwE/edit?usp=sharing


Understanding Complexity (B5)

▪ Bloom’s Taxonomy
▪ Webb’s Depth of 

Knowledge (note: in this 
framework, it is NOT about the 
verb, rather the context)

▪ Conceptual, Procedural, 
Application

▪ The Solo Taxonomy

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxRw_NwabS9XOF9sdklnR2hRYW8/view?usp=sharing&resourcekey=0-i5MYEGwklVZ6gP7uE2m4jQ


Difficulty vs. Complexity (B5)
“How many of you know the 

definition of exaggerate?”
DOK 1 – recall 

If all of you know the definition, 
this question is an easy question.

“How many of you know the 
definition of prescient?”

DOK 1 – recall 
If most of you do not know the 

definition, this is a difficult 
question.

Difficulty is a reference to how many students answer a question correctly.

Difficulty indicates the amount of effort required to complete a task, while complexity 
indicates the level of thought required to complete a task.





Learning Trajectories: 
A Progression of Complexity (B5)

a continuum of 
performances indicating 

progressively more 
understanding, skill, and 

depth of thinking

describe what students 
at each performance 

level know, understand, 
and do relative to grade 

& content standards

Performance Levels Performance Level Descriptors



Learning Trajectories: 
A Progression of Complexity (B5)

Minimal

Partial

Moderate

Strong

Distinguished





Is it aligned? (B4)
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.2.NBT.A.1

Understand that the three digits of a three-digit 
number represent amounts of hundreds, tens, and 
ones; e.g., 706 equals 7 hundreds, 0 tens, and 6 
ones. 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/A/1/


Is it aligned? (B4)
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.2.NBT.A.1

Understand that the three digits of a three-digit 
number represent amounts of hundreds, tens, and 
ones; e.g., 706 equals 7 hundreds, 0 tens, and 6 
ones. 

Source: Achieve the Core. http://achievethecore.org/page/253/thinking-about-place-value-in-grade-2

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/2/NBT/A/1/
http://achievethecore.org/page/253/thinking-about-place-value-in-grade-2


Is it aligned? (B4)
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.3.1

Ask and answer questions to demonstrate 
understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text 
as the basis for the answers.

1. Was there ever a time where an animal 
scared you?

2. This author has won prizes for her books. 
Why?  Write an opinion column about why 
this author deserved such recognition. 

3. Why was Miss Franny sitting on the floor 
when Opal met her?

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/3/1/


Is it aligned? (B4)
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.4.1

Refer to details and 
examples in a text when 
explaining what the text 
says explicitly and when 
drawing inferences from the 
text.

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/4/1/


Additional Considerations (B4)



Resources for B1, B4, B5

Solo Taxonomy
Bloom’s Taxonomy Graphic

Guiding Principles for Classroom 
Assessment

Achieve the Core Assessment Quality 
Checklist ELA (3-12)

Achieve the Core Assessment Quality 
Checklist Math (3-12)

Learning Goals & Success Criteria 

Examples

Sample proficiency scales

ND Sample Proficiency Scales

Articles & Websites Samples

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxRw_NwabS9XOF9sdklnR2hRYW8/view?usp=sharing&resourcekey=0-i5MYEGwklVZ6gP7uE2m4jQ
http://pcs2ndgrade.pbworks.com/w/page/46897760/Revised%20Bloom%27s%20Taxonomy
https://www.isbe.net/Documents/guiding-principles.pdf
https://www.isbe.net/Documents/guiding-principles.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vPR7_Iv_pnbnoeNEV0zw-gu6eNp-fpub/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vPR7_Iv_pnbnoeNEV0zw-gu6eNp-fpub/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jLNj6DObVUbKTwWV1ni4d7pN1A07sWZq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jLNj6DObVUbKTwWV1ni4d7pN1A07sWZq/view?usp=sharing
https://csaa.wested.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Learning_Goals-and_Success_Criteria.pdf
https://csaa.wested.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Learning_Goals-and_Success_Criteria.pdf
https://ndrea.org/114
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1bCHvvxebtL3GBhxkBE1GEiKl9HB7pr_u?usp=sharing


Groups of 5-6 8-10 minutes

In your group:

1. Review components B1, B4, B5

2. Summarize what each component means & looks like

3. Brainstorm potential evidence on this component within 

district curriculum

4. Brainstorm guiding questions you might use as a capacity 

builder to elicit reflection and evidence of implementation. 

Use the interactive slides for your group to record your thoughts.

Be prepared to share.



Indicator Summary Evidence Guiding Questions

B.1. Learning targets and 
benchmarks are clearly 
identified in assessments.

Assessments measure 
grade level standards and 
match what curriculum 
learning targets

Questions mirror state 
assessments

Are learning targets 
vertically aligned across 
grade levels?

B.4. Assessments are aligned 
to the Illinois Learning 
Standards as necessary and 
applicable to meet district 
and state grade band or 
course requirements. 

Standards are the focus of 
assessments.
Assessments measure 
skills over content.

Questions mirror state 
assessments questions.

Do assessments show 
transfering the learning of 
the skills?

B.5. Assessments are 
reflective of the depth and 
complexity of engagement 
presented in the 
corresponding learning 
standards and experiences.

WE need to use either 
Blooms or DOK to assure 
that learning is 
progressive and meets the 
level of complexity 
warranted at grade level 
as seen through the 
standards.

Beyond recall
Diversity of assessments- 
formative AND 
summative.
Assessments take on new 
meaning- not an END but 
a progress monitoring tool
Application to show depth 
of understanding

How can assessments be 
used beyond simply 
grades? (Measure 
competencies)

Is there a progression of 
complexity seen and 
used?



Indicator Summary Evidence Guiding Questions

B.1. Learning targets and 
benchmarks are clearly 
identified in assessments.

Should match the 
standard; what do you 
want students to be able 
to show and do

Assessments questions 
are aligned to the 
standards; 

Are your assessment 
questions aligned to the 
standards? 

B.4. Assessments are aligned 
to the Illinois Learning 
Standards as necessary and 
applicable to meet district 
and state grade band or 
course requirements. 

Assessments should 
focus on the standards; 

Assessment questions 
should reflect the state 
assessment which should 
be reflecting the standards

Do the questions mirror 
the level of rigor within the 
IAR? 

B.5. Assessments are 
reflective of the depth and 
complexity of engagement 
presented in the 
corresponding learning 
standards and experiences.

Questions reflect a range 
of DOK levels

Does the assessment 
reflect a range of levels 
(DOK/Webb)? 



Indicator Summary Evidence Guiding Questions

B.1. Learning targets and 
benchmarks are clearly 
identified in assessments.

What students need to 
know and be able to do 
based on the standards

“I can” statements that 
match the expectations of 
the standards (in student 
friendly language)

What do we need 
students to do?

What do students need to 
know in order to show 
learning growth?

B.4. Assessments are aligned 
to the Illinois Learning 
Standards as necessary and 
applicable to meet district 
and state grade band or 
course requirements. 

B.5. Assessments are 
reflective of the depth and 
complexity of engagement 
presented in the 
corresponding learning 
standards and experiences.



Indicator Summary Evidence Guiding Questions

B.1. Learning targets and 
benchmarks are clearly 
identified in assessments.

Discussion about how IAR 
is potentially just as 
“formative” as other 
assessments when it 
gives details about 
specific students and 
specific skills. (That 
realization is sometimes 
lost for teachers and 
administrators.)

Assessment system that 
traces a standard across 
classroom, district, and 
IAR assessment *items* 
(not entire assessment). 
Classroom assessments 
that reveal multiple (and 
diverse) opportunities to 
assess these items.

How are teachers using 
“formative” data released 
for IAR to inform 
instruction? How well are 
district assessments 
identifying whether or not 
students “appear” to still 
be “struggling” (or not) 
with specific skills 
assessed in IAR?

B.4. Assessments are aligned to the 
Illinois Learning Standards as necessary 
and applicable to meet district and state 
grade band or course requirements. 

Discussed potential need to help 
teachers with “crosswalk” to see how 
IAR items (aligned with CCSS) can 
also align with IL content standards, 
depending on the text and task in 
test item.

In collaboration/conversation with 
teachers (PLC work)...artifacts of 
student learning often expose the 
gaps in teachers’ true understanding 
of the standards. Formative 
assessments lack the type of 
complexities that would be 
necessary to repeatedly engage 
students in learning aligned to IAR

What classroom and district 
assessment *items* (not whole 
assessment) align with individual 
standards?

B.5. Assessments are reflective of the 
depth and complexity of engagement 
presented in the corresponding learning 
standards and experiences.

Discussion around “rigor” and the 
previous idea that it may have been 
analogous with complexity but now 
it’s more or less defined as level of 
difficulty while complexity defines 
degrees of thinking

Perseverance vs. degrees of thinking Does the assessment item invite 
students to preserve through 
repeated low level tasks 
(rigor/difficult) OR does it increase 
the levels of thinking for students to 
engage in critical thought?



Indicator Summary Evidence Guiding Questions

B.1. Learning targets and 
benchmarks are clearly 
identified in assessments.

B.4. Assessments are aligned 
to the Illinois Learning 
Standards as necessary and 
applicable to meet district 
and state grade band or 
course requirements. 

B.5. Assessments are 
reflective of the depth and 
complexity of engagement 
presented in the 
corresponding learning 
standards and experiences.



Student Care Department

Molly Uhe-Edmonds, Director

Kim Barnes-Cummins, Supervisor



Student Care Department 

▪ Created August 2020
▪ Focused on ensuring that the collective and individual needs of 

students are met and that districts are responsive to the needs 
of children and families.

▪ Reducing or eliminating practices deemed harmful to students 
▪ Provides technical assistance and investigations as specified in 

School Code



Department Oversight

▪ Bullying Prevention 
▪ Jett Hawkins Law
▪ Restraint, Time-out, Isolated Time-Out (RTO)
▪ School Discipline 
▪ Student Voices 
▪ Supporting Transgender, Nonbinary and Gender 

Nonconforming Students 

https://www.isbe.net/Pages/Bullying-Prevention.aspx
https://www.isbe.net/Pages/Jett-Hawkins-Law.aspx
https://www.isbe.net/Pages/restraint-time-out.aspx
https://www.isbe.net/Pages/School-Discipline.aspx
https://www.isbe.net/Pages/Student-Voices.aspx
https://www.isbe.net/Pages/Supporting-All-Students.aspx
https://www.isbe.net/Pages/Supporting-All-Students.aspx


STRATEGIC PLAN 2.1.2
Strategic Plan 2.1.2: Support district implementation of policy and guidance to promote students’ safety and wellbeing, including 
non-discrimination and inclusion.   The Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) aims to better prepare schools to meet the needs of their 
dynamic populations, leading to reduced numbers of suspensions and expulsions and to students feeling safer, mentally healthier, and more 
welcomed at school.  

Model policy toolkit was created to provide schools/districts, charter schools, and non-public entities with related guidance and model policy 
checklists to assist with policy development in alignment with the requirements set forth in School Code and other state and federal 
legislation to create inclusive, non-discriminatory polices, administrative procedures, and handbook notices. 

Strategic Plan 2.1.2: Inclusive Practices Model Policy, Administrative Procedures, and Handbook Notices 
Toolkit  is Now Available.

https://www.isbe.net/Documents/Model-Policy-Toolkit.pdf
https://www.isbe.net/Documents/Model-Policy-Toolkit.pdf


STRATEGIC PLAN 2.1.4

Support implicit bias training through professional 
development in schools and classrooms.  

▪ Pilot with top 20% of districts (103 total) on the 
exclusionary discipline list. 

https://www.isbe.net/discipline


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

studentcare@isbe.net 

217/785-5585 

www.isbe.net/student-care



Resources

Curriculum Evaluation Tool
State Strategic Plan
EdReports

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12IXCqhyLLruT8kWXEzaiElyq56PCvnQJ/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=108060634274125980151&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://www.isbe.net/strategicplan#:~:text=ISBE%E2%80%99s%20Strategic%20Plan%20is%20a%20roadmap%20for%20Illinois,is%20responsive%20to%20the%20needs%20of%20every%20student.
https://www.edreports.org/


Meeting Dates & Times

Upcoming Zoom Meetings
10:00 - 11:30 a.m.

Mark your calendars!
February 28

March 28
May 2
June 6



Monthly Outline for Capacity Building

November 22 CET Tool Deep Dive: Curriculum Component

December 20 CET Tool Deep Dive: Assessment Component

January 31 CET Tool Deep Dive: Implementation & Supports Component

February 28 CET Tool Deep Dive: Implementation & Supports Component

March 28 Networking & Problem Solving, Implementation of CET, Data Review

May 2 ● Supports for identified gaps in process/policy
● Wrap-up and feedback
● Next steps
● Preview for next year’s sessions



Virtual Parking Lot ask your questions, answer questions, give advise and add new slides for more room.

● Questions?


